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A toroidal resistive magneto-hydrodynamic plasma response model, involving large magnetic
islands, is proposed and numerically investigated, based on local flattening of the equilibrium pres-
sure profile near a rational surface. It is assumed that such islands can be generated near the edge
of the tokamak plasma, due to the penetration of the resonant magnetic perturbations, used for the
purpose of controlling the edge localized mode. Within this model, it is found that the local flatten-
ing of the equilibrium pressure helps to mitigate the toroidal curvature induced screening effect
[Glasser et al., Phys. Fluids 7, 875 (1975)]—the so called Glasser-Greene-Johnson screening, when
the local toroidal flow near the mode rational surface is very slow (for example, as a result of mode
locking associated with the field penetration). The saturation level of the plasma response ampli-
tude is computed, as the plasma rotation frequency approaches zero. The local modification of the
plasma resistivity inside the magnetic island is found to also affect the saturation level of the
plasma response at vanishing flow. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4976987]
The type-I edge localized modes (ELMs), with low
bursting frequency and large amplitude, can transiently load
a large amount of heat from the plasma onto the plasma fac-
ing components within each ELM crash, which can reduce
the lifetime of these components, especially for ITER.1
Recent experiments in several tokamak devices have suc-
cessfully achieved the mitigation/suppression of the type-I
ELMs by applying resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP)
fields.2–7 During the process of the RMP penetration, the
radial transport of particles and thermal energy can be
enhanced near the edge of the plasma, in particular, near the
pedestal top. One channel of enhancing the transport is the
presence of magnetic islands, and possibly their overlapping.
In fact, recently there seems to be a solid experimental evi-
dence from DIII-D8 and EAST,9 showing the presence of
magnetic islands near the pedestal top during the ELM sup-
pression. Large magnetic islands can partially or fully flatten
the pressure profile near the resonant surface associated with
the perturbation,10 which in turn can modify the field screen-
ing physics by the plasma.
The screening of the RMP fields, due to the plasma
response, plays an important role in the physics understanding
of ELM mitigation/suppression,11–16 especially with a slow
plasma flow, which is often the case near the plasma edge. On
the other hand, according to the single fluid theory, the favor-
able averaged toroidal curvature effect,17 at slow plasma flow,
can provide a field screening effect—the so called GGJ
(Glasser-Greene-Johnson) screening effect.18,19 The GGJ
screening is rather different from the conventional resistive
inertial (RI) screening.20 In the GGJ regime, the amplitude of
the total plasma response field (the sum of the vacuum field
and the field produced by the perturbed plasma current) is
reduced, i.e., the screening effect is enhanced, with decreasing
flow speed,18,19 whilst in the RI-regime, the response ampli-
tude is reduced by increasing the flow speed. The GGJ screen-
ing effect has so far been investigated in the thin-island
approximation. No work has been done, studying how the
presence of large islands can affect the GGJ screening at a
slow plasma flow. Note that the large island here does not nec-
essarily mean the geometrical size of the island, but rather the
fact that the equilibrium pressure is significantly perturbed by
the presence of the island—normally either partially or fully
flattened near the local rational surface.
In this work, we shall investigate the aforementioned issue,
utilizing the MARS-F code21 to compute the plasma response
to the external magnetic perturbation fields. MARS-F solves
the single fluid, linearized resistive magneto-hydrodynamic
(MHD) equations in the plasma region, together with vacuum
field equations outside the plasma. For the plasma response
computation, a steady state solution, in the presence of a cur-
rent source located in the vacuum region, is obtained by solving
a time-independent driving problem. The source current, of
exp(in/)-dependence along the toroidal angle /, is specified
by an array of window frame coils located near the outboard
mid-plane of the torus in this study. The exact geometry of
these coils, as well as the toroidal coupling among various
resulting poloidal harmonics, is not an essential aspect of the
present study.
In order to facilitate understanding of the key physics
from the numerical results, we shall consider a simple toroi-
dal equilibria with (near) a circular cross-section, aspect ratio
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of 10, and with a parabolic equilibrium current profile
(Wesson type). The radial profiles for the equilibrium pres-
sure and safety factor are plotted in Fig. 1. The equilibria are
chosen such that there is a single rational surface (i.e., one
island chain) inside the plasma at the q¼ 2 surface, associ-
ated with the n¼ 1 perturbation. We assume two self-
consistent equilibria, with and without the locally flattened
pressure profile, that are otherwise nearly identical. Figure 1
compares the radial equilibrium pressure and the safety fac-
tor profiles between these two equilibria. It is evident that
the difference in the safety factor is very minor. Note that we
are comparing two extreme cases in this work—full flatten-
ing versus no-flattening. It is expected that, with a partial
flattening of the pressure profile, the plasma response should
be somewhere between what we find in this study.
We compute the plasma response to the external mag-
netic perturbation fields, as we gradually vary the plasma
flow amplitude. Again for simplicity, a uniform flow profile
is assumed in this study. The key numerical results are
summarized in Fig. 2, where we plot the amplitude of the
total plasma response field, at the q ¼ 2 rational surface, for
the m/n¼ 2/1 harmonic of the radial field component b1tot,
normalized by the corresponding vacuum field b1vac, versus
the toroidal rotation frequency Xq¼2. Here, the normalized
plasma resistivity is assumed to be g ¼ 109, corresponding
to the Lundquist number of S¼ 109. In other words, the
plasma resistivity here is normalized in such a way, that g is
the ratio of the toroidal Alfven time to the plasma resistive
decay time.
It is interesting to note that, for the case with a normal
pressure profile (dashed line with circles), the GGJ regime
(at slow flow) and the RI regime (at fast flow) are obviously
separated, as has previously been discussed.18,19 Physically,
the GGJ-screening occurs when the average curvature effect
becomes dominant. Since this effect is inversely proportional
to the power of 3/2 of the perturbation frequency in the
plasma frame (in our case the perturbation is static in the labo-
ratory frame, and thus possesses a frequency equal to the
plasma toroidal rotation frequency in the plasma frame),17 the
GGJ effect, which occurs due to eventual coupling of sound
waves, becomes significant at a slow plasma flow. The transi-
tion from the GGJ-regime to the RI-regime occurs at the flow
frequency of about 104 in our example. For typical tokamak
plasma equilibria, this transition frequency scales as S1/3
jDRj2/3,18 which DR being the resistive interchange index.
However, with the locally flattened pressure profile near
the q¼ 2 surface (solid line with diamonds), the GGJ screen-
ing effect is completely removed. In other words, in the pres-
ence of a large magnetic island, the amplitude of the plasma
response field approaches a constant with decreasing the
plasma flow speed, meaning that, if a full RMP penetration
occurs, the GGJ screening effect disappears due to the for-
mation of large magnetic islands.
FIG. 1. Comparison of the two (with and without locally flattened pressure
inside the island) radial profiles for (a) the plasma equilibrium pressure nor-
malized by B20=l0 and (b) the safety factor. The radial coordinate is defined
as the square root of the normalized equilibrium poloidal flux. The vertical
dashed line indicates the location of the q¼ 2 rational surface.
FIG. 2. The amplitude of the resonant (m/n¼ 2/1) radial field component,
including the resistive plasma response, normalized by that of the vacuum
field, versus the plasma flow speed at the rational q¼ 2 surface, compared to
the flow screening effects between the normal pressure profile (dashed line
with circles) and the locally flattened pressure profile (solid line with dia-
monds). The width of the corresponding 2/1 magnetic island is assumed to
be W¼Ds¼ 0.044. The plasma resistivity at the q¼ 2 surface corresponds
to the Lundquist number of S¼ 109.
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Another interesting observation is that, with the com-
plete local flattening of the pressure profile, the saturated
level of the radial magnetic field component with the plasma
response, at the q¼ 2 surface, approaches that of the corre-
sponding vacuum field, as the plasma flow speed vanishes.
In fact, the amplitude of the total response field is 2.19 times
larger than that of the vacuum field, indicating a tearing
amplification of the applied RMP field by the plasma
response.
The screening effect is associated with the induced
perturbed parallel current at or near the resonant surface.
Such a current is generated as a result of the plasma
response to the external magnetic field perturbations.
Figure 3 compares the MARS-F computed perturbed paral-
lel currents, for the two equilibria with and without
local flattening of the equilibrium pressure profile. For each
equilibrium, we choose two plasma rotation speeds—one
from the RI regime and the other from the GGJ regime.
In the RI screening regime (Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)), with
Xq¼2 ¼ 104XA, the perturbed parallel current peaks near
the q¼ 2 surface for both equilibria, as expected. This local
current sheet provides the conventional screening effect,
similar to that shown in the previous work.19 On the other
hand, in the slow flow regime, taking Xq¼2 ¼ 107XA as an
example here, the parallel current distribution is rather dif-
ferent. With the normal equilibrium pressure profile, two
current peaks, being off the q¼ 2 surface, are formed as
shown in Fig. 3(b). This double-sheet current structure,
together with a finite current density at the rational surface,
eventually provides the GGJ screening effect. For the equi-
librium with fully flattened pressure profile near the q¼ 2
surface, the peaks of the parallel current are still (slightly)
off the rational surface, but with nearly exact cancellation
between the two sides. Moreover, nearly vanishing current
is formed at the rational surface. These all lead to a minimal
screening of the radial field component.
Inside a large magnetic island, it is expected that the
plasma resistivity can also be locally modified (enhanced)
due to the change of the transport process.22 In order to
investigate this effect, we assume a radially varying plasma
resistivity profile, with a Gaussian function inside the q¼ 2
surface
FIG. 3. Comparison of the (dominant) imaginary parts of the plasma generated, m/n¼ 2/1 resonant parallel current density near the q¼ 2 rational surface indi-
cated by the vertical dashed lines, between the normal pressure profile ((a) Xq¼2 ¼ 104XA, (b) Xq¼2 ¼ 107XA, top panels) and the flattened pressure profile
((c) Xq¼2 ¼ 104XA, (d) Xq¼2 ¼ 107XA, bottom panels). The two rotation frequencies are associated with the RI-regime (left panel) and the GGJ-regime
(right panel) respectively. The plasma resistivity at the q ¼ 2 surface corresponds to the Lundquist number of S¼ 109.
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g ¼ gold þ g0 exp 
q qresð Þ2
2D
 
; (1)
where gold is the “background” resistivity of the plasma out-
side the magnetic island, g0 and D are numerical coefficients
controlling the height and width of the resistivity profile
inside the island. The plasma resistivity is normalized such
that g is the inverse of the Lundquist number S. We show
one example in Fig. 4, with gold ¼ 109, g0 ¼ 107, and
D ¼ 5 103. Here plotted are both the equilibrium pres-
sure profile, locally flattened near the rational surface, and
the plasma resistivity profile with a Gaussian function inside
the flattened pressure region. Note that we only plot the
shape of the profiles, with the peak amplitude being normal-
ized to unity for both profiles.
We now scan the amplitude of the local plasma resistiv-
ity (at the q¼ 2 surface), assuming the same equilibrium
with flattened pressure. The computed plasma response field
amplitude is plotted in Fig. 5. Since the plasma response at
a slow plasma rotation regime is associated with the RMP
penetration, here we consider a very slow plasma flow case,
with X0 ¼ 107 XA. The resistivity outside the island is still
assumed to be gold ¼ 109. The plasma response amplitude
saturates with increasing the plasma resistivity inside the
magnetic island. The saturated level is still close but slightly
higher than that of the vacuum field. This may be associated
with the resonant field amplification effect introduced by
the plasma response. At the other end of g0 (g0¼ 109), the
plasma response nearly recovers the value shown in Fig. 2.
The slight difference comes from the finite (Gaussian) cor-
rection of the plasma resistivity (inside the island) to the
background resistivity (gold), with the latter being assumed
to be the sole component in producing Fig. 2.
The resonant field amplification effect, reported in
Figs. 5 and 2 (for the case with flattened pressure profile at
slow plasma flow), is due to combined effects from several
physics, including the local and global equilibrium current
and pressure profiles, the local plasma resistivity and flow
speed near the rational surface, as well as the geometrical
coupling factors. Therefore, this type of amplification does
not always occur in either of the two regimes considered in
this work.
In summary, understanding the RMP penetration phys-
ics is important for the suppression of the ELMs. By assum-
ing the presence of a large magnetic island near the plasma
edge, we investigate an equilibrium model where the pres-
sure profile is locally flattened near a rational surface. The
numerical results with MARS-F show that the GGJ screening
effect can be completely removed by large islands. Such a
loss of the field screening is associated with substantial
modification of the radial structure in the plasma generated
shielding current. The amplitude of the plasma response
inside the resonant layer approaches a value, which is close
to but larger than that of the corresponding vacuum field.
Taken into account, the possible modification of the plasma
resistivity inside a large island, the plasma response
amplitude is found to saturate at sufficiently a large plasma
resistivity. These numerical findings may provide a crucial
understanding of the ELMs suppression physics. In this
work, a simple equilibrium model, including a single rational
surface inside the plasma, is considered. More realistic toroi-
dal equilibria will be considered in the future work.
Finally, we discuss some other physics that may be rele-
vant to our study here and hence affecting the results pre-
sented in this work. These physics models have been briefly
discussed in a recent review.23 The first is the two fluid
effect, which has been analytically thoroughly investigated
in Refs. 14 and 24, in terms of the layer response and the res-
onant field screening. No field line curvature effect, nor the
sound wave coupling (parallel compressibility), however,
has been taken into account in these two-fluid models. It
should be interesting to develop a two-fluid layer theory that
does include these effects, which are the essential ingredients
FIG. 5. The amplitude of the resonant (m/n¼ 2/1) radial field component
including the resistive plasma response, normalized by that of the vacuum
field, versus the parameter g0 as defined in Eq. (1). The normalized plasma
resistivity outside the island is assumed to be gold ¼ 109, corresponding to
the Lundquist number of S ¼ 109. The plasma flow is fixed at
X0 ¼ 107XA, corresponding to the GGJ regime. Considered is an equilib-
rium with a flattened pressure profile near the q ¼ 2 rational surface.
FIG. 4. A typical shape of the radial profile for the plasma resistivity (nor-
malized to unity for the peak value), artificially enhanced inside the mag-
netic island, plotted together with the shape of the plasma equilibrium
pressure profile (normalized to unity at the magnetic axis), locally flattened
near the q ¼ 2 rational surface.
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of the GGJ effect. In the presence of a large magnetic island,
the electron diamagnetic flow inside the layer may be
reduced or even completely removed, due to the pressure
flattening. Consequently, the relevant flow, responsible for
the eventual screening of the field, can well be the EB
flow instead of the electron flow, as has recently been
pointed out.25 The next interesting physics is the neoclassical
effect, in particular, the role of (missing) bootstrap current in
the presence of large magnetic islands. This physics is
important for the neoclassical tearing mode (NTM),26 and
can certainly be important also for the plasma response in
the presence of a finite size island. In the NTM theory, the
key role is played by the perturbed bootstrap current associ-
ated with the helical pressure perturbation. In this work, we
assume that the equilibrium pressure is locally modified only
by the axisymmetric (n¼ 0) perturbation. Generally speaking,
the effect of non-axisymmetric pressure perturbation can only
be properly studied using three-dimensional equilibrium
model, which is beyond the current capability of the MARS-F
code. On the other hand, the anisotropic (parallel versus per-
pendicular) thermal conduction model, also incorporated into
the NTM theory26 can be utilized in combination with the
standard single fluid model. The anisotropic thermal conduc-
tion directly applies to the helical pressure perturbation, thus
eliminating the necessity for the ad-hoc assumption of the
local pressure flattening. The model has recently been imple-
mented into the MARS-F code, and a similar study of the
GGJ screening, in the presence of thermal conduction, is cur-
rently ongoing. The third important effect, that is missing
from the present study, is the kinetic effect. It is well known
that a full kinetic treatment of the resistive layer is a compli-
cated problem, involving multiple spatial and time scales for
ions and electrons. Certain aspects of the drift kinetic effects,
however, can be addressed by the self-consistent MHD-
kinetic hybrid model incorporated into the MARS-K code.27
This remains the future work. Finally, the ad-hoc approach
that we take in this study, is probably reasonable in studying
the final stage of the RMP field penetration (as well as in com-
parison with the initial, fully shielded stage). The full dynamic
process of the penetration, e.g., the dynamic formation of
large islands, the resulting local pressure flattening, the
change of the plasma rotation, certainly calls for non-linear
time evolution simulations. Certain aspects of the quasi-linear
time evolution though, associated with the GGJ regime, can
be studied using the MARS-Q model.28 This will be investi-
gated in the near future.
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